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Among 11 groups and conglomerates, LVMH brands have the lowest average digital IQ, according to a new report
by L2.

Benefit and Sephora were the only LVMH-owned brands to achieve the highest "Genius" level, with the average score
being in the "Challenged" tier. Despite LVMH's struggles, luxury brands as a whole had an acceptable showing in the
study, neither dominating the genius ranks nor being underrepresented.
"Geniuses aren't afraid to try new things and I think what we see quite characteristically is geniuses aren't trying to be
fast followers," said Maureen Mullen, head of research and co-founder at L2 during the firm's webinar on Dec. 16.
"T hey're looking to move first."
"In T he Company of Genius 2015" looks at the "Genius" level brands, as defined by the 1,801 total brands examined
across 24 of L2's previous digital IQ Index reports, and looks for commonalities among them. It also includes brief
profiles of each brand's digital efforts.
Keeping good company
Of the 66 brands that achieved the Genius distinction, eight are luxury brands: Burberry, Cartier, Este Lauder, Lancme
(counted twice, as it falls under both "Beauty" and "Beauty: China" indices), Michael Kors, Nordstrom and T iffany &
Co. Although the makeup of luxury brands appears small, it is comparable to the percentage of luxury brands among
the 1,801 total brands studied.
Genius brands experienced ecommerce growth of 31 percent in 2014, but resources were allocated more generally
to omnichannel integration than purely to ecommerce. T hey focus on new revenue streams in general, whether that
is the brand's ecommerce site or somewhere else, and reallocate capital from traditional channels.
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Nordstrom and L'Oral Group, which had six brands achieve the Genius distinction, including Lancme, have been
particularly aggressive. Nordstrom has dedicated $1.2 billion to digital and omnichannel projects, while L'Oral
allocated 20 percent of its media spend in the first half of 2015 to digital channels.
Mobile commerce is also a point of focus for Genius brands. Growth of 33 percent is projected for 2016 and 2017,
and around two-thirds of Genius brands have mobile apps.
Many brands are understandably wary of opting to improve a mobile app instead of a Web site because the former
discourages first-time customers and may be seen by the consumer as clogging up the phone. On the other hand, the
high level of omnichannel integration by Genius brands likely helps foster loyalty and lends itself more naturally to
an app.
Search-engine marketing is another significant part of mobile success, and all Genius brands own their first mobile
branded search result. Burberry is particularly notable for its SEM; it is most visible across category keywords such
as "scarf" and leverages search results to drive traffic into stores.
T iffany has seen similar success with its SEM.
"Of the 104 jewelry category search terms, T iffany is coming up in 31 percent of search queries," Ms. Mullen said.
"T he next closest manufacturer is Pandora, coming up in just 11 percent. T iffany is getting a ton of incremental
search traffic and is competing with retailers in that space."
Social media is also a large player for Genius brands. T heir Instagram communities are more than twice the size of
non-Genius brands' and those followers are more likely to engage. Around one-third are on Snapchat, one-third
make use of user-generated content on sites and product pages and two-thirds are on WeChat, recognizing the
necessity of tapping into large consumer markets on the consumer's preferred platforms.
"One of the areas geniuses disproportionately invest in is user-generated content," Ms. Mullen said. "It provides
significant more authenticity and allows them to cut down on expensive photography costs."
Nordstrom's social media practices exemplify the impact the platform can have. T he retailer combines paid
promotions and viral strategies such as #NSale and "pop-ins" that it pushes heavily on social platforms.
Meanwhile, Este Lauder has taken a number of steps to ensure it is reaching a global consumer base. T he brand
owns every first-page organic search result on Chinese B2C site T Mall, thereby eliminating gray market disruption.
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Although gray market sales are a major concern for brands operating in China, more attention needs to also be paid
to counterfeiting all around the globe.

Almost a quarter of online shoppers have been duped into buying counterfeit goods, according to a new report by
MarkMonitor.
A third of shopping is done online, with that number rising toward two-fifths during the holiday season, and the
numbers are projected to accelerate upward in the coming years. As the growth of online shopping coincides with
increased access to 3D printing, brands will have to take measures to cut down on counterfeit distribution channels
(see story).
Rise to the challenge
Interestingly, Genius brands tend to be high-performing, publicly-traded companies. Eighty-eight percent are publicly
traded and annual revenue grows at an average rate of 4.8 percent. Publicly traded companies often have access to
financial resources that allow for increasingly effective advertising, but pressure from stockholders also likely plays
a part in innovation.
As online and mobile commerce grow, brands will need to keep innovating to overcome the challenges that
accompany new platforms.
For example, mobile commerce creates myriad opportunities for retailers, but they must first accommodate
consumers' concerns, according to a report by Boston Retail Partners from earlier this month.
Sixty-one percent of Internet usage in the United States is on mobile devices, and mobile commerce, already onethird of ecommerce sales, is set to grow over two-and-a-half times as fast as total online sales. Although mobile
commerce has been seen as a lagging point for retailers, most are focusing resources on improving mobile sites
and implementing other mobile-based strategies over the next few years (see story).
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Likewise, the influence of social media and growth of omnichannel marketing have impacted consumer buying
habits, but a lack of overarching departmental communication means there is still room to improve.
Social media has become an integral aspect of fashion marketing, with the 56 percent of consumers following
branded accounts likely to spend more on purchases than those who do not, according to December report by
Fashionbi.
A social media presence is just one aspect of an omnichannel strategy, a consumer journey that bridges online and
offline interactions ripe with content, experience and high-end service to spur purchase decisions. Omnichannel
has become a signifier for "exceptional" brands, but Fashionbi's "Mystery Shopping: Are the brands really able to
omni-market, as they claim?" report looks to determine the actuality of the practice (see story).
Although innovation and curve setting is part of being a "Genius," brands shouldn't get lost in big aspirations.
"Geniuses still get the fundamentals right," Ms. Mullen said. "It's not all about these sexy investments and what's the
new platform, but investments in back-end infrastructure as well.
"What geniuses do better than anyone is have that direct relationship with that end consumer."
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